
Introduction

eRetirements helps thousands of people everyday undertake one of the most daunting but 
possibly rewarding endeavors of their life-retirement. With this in mind it can be understood that 
the eRetirements brand needs to visually communicate a number of distinct characteristics.

Brand Character Statement
The eRetirements brand is trustworthy, inspiring, easy, fun, and comforting

Tone
The eRetirements brand is one that balances a serious, trustworthy tone that is necessary for 
users to trust us with some of the biggest decisions of their life with an inspiring and fun 
undertone. Visuals should never skew too far towards either end of those respective spectrums 
and should always find a balance that creates a unique user experience that both comforts and 
inspires.

The Brand

“Relax, you’re retiring”
 Relax, the hard work is getting to retirement. Retiring should be the easy part and our content 
can deliver that ease to users. Our designs in turn will make delivery of that content to users 
easy through highly legible, high contrast fonts and a shrewd implementation of hierarchy.

“To finish first, you must first finish” or “Go the distance”
 Motivation is essential in guiding users to complete the journey planned for them. In order to 
push the user forward to achieve their end goal, we will use color and special effects to call 
attention to important elements, like completion time and next steps. Creating clarity will help 
users avoid hurdles and they will be more likely to get to the finish line. 

“Every picture tells a story”
 Imagery has the ability to tell us what we find important and has the power to move us. Older 
individuals are more skeptical of the internet and find it intimidating. We will provide imagery 
that portrays care and trust towards the brand.
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Logo

Do’s

eRetirements

Don’ts

ERetirements
Uppercase “E”

eRetirements
Color other than blue

ERETIREMENTS
All uppercase

eretirements
Lowercase “r”

Warped

eRetirements.com
Over photography

eRetirements Style Guide

Avenir Medium Merriweather Black

1:1 sizing

eRetirements

Tracking set at 1.22

1:1 sizing

eRetirements

eRetirements.com

White on blue

eRetirements.com

Blue on White

Use on website primary top navigation
272 pt / 1.22 tracking/ #FFFFFF

17px

17px

17px17px
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Self Assessment

1. H1 Merriweather Black 32px

Completion Meter,
Active Category,
Hyperlink

4. Avenir Black 18px

5. Question Copy,
Top Priority Avenir Heavy 18px

6. Answers,
Inactive Category Avenir Heavy 18px

Question Number Merriweather Black 20px3.

H2 Avenir Black Oblique 24px2.

6. 6. 5.4.

3. 2. 1.

Home Page

1. Feature H1 Merriweather Bold 49px

4. Section H2 Merriweather Black Oblique 27px

5. Section H3 Avenir Heavy 20px

6. Copy Avenir Heavy 16px

Section H1 Merriweather Bold 32px3.

Scroll CTA Avenir Black 32px2.

6.

5.

4.3. 1.

Top Navigation

1. Active Main Link Avenir Black 16px

Secondary Navigation Link4. Avenir Medium 14px

5. Breadcrumb Inactive Link Avenir Book 14px

Breadcrumb Active Link, Avenir Black 14px3.

Inactive Main Link,
Search Call-to-Action Avenir Medium 16px2.

5. 4.

3. 2.2. 1.

Typography

Introduction

eRetirements seeks to deliver a wealth of expertly curated content to their users. This content is 
primarily delivered to users through copy. As such, typographical hierarchy is of utmost 
importance in order to deliver content to users in the most pleasing and easy way possible.

eRetirements uses two typefaces- Merriweather and Avenir. Merriweather is used for main 
headlines. As a serif typeface it delivers a sense of classicism that reads as smart and 
authoritative. However, with it’s slab nature and more rounded forms it also lend a more casual 
feel to the copy that prevents it from feeling overbearing or condescending. Avenir is contrasted 
with this and is used for sub-headlines and copy. It is a straight forward, clean sans-serif typeface 
that allows for great legibility and has a wide range of weights that allow for great hierarchy.
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Color

Color Breakdown

Color name
#E5E5DC
rgba(229, 229, 220, 1)

FFFFFF
RGB(255, 255, 255, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 0)

FFFFFF
RGB(255, 255, 255, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 0)

A8A8A8
RGB(168, 168, 168, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 34)

575558
RBG(87, 85, 88, 1)
CMYK(1, 3, 0, 65)

2584CD
RGB(37, 132, 205, 1)
CMYK(37, 132, 205, 1)

2584CD
RGB(37, 132, 205, 1)
CMYK(37, 132, 205, 1)

Primary Color

UI Colors

F4F4F4
RGB(244, 244, 244, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 4)

FFFFFF
RGB(255, 255, 255, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 0)

2584CD
RGB(37, 132, 205, 1)
CMYK(37, 132, 205, 1)

Text Colors

575558
RBG(87, 85, 88, 1)
CMYK(1, 3, 0, 65)

FFFFFF
RGB(255, 255, 255, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 0)

706C71
RGB(112, 108, 113, 1)
CMYK(1, 4, 0, 56)

A8A8A8
RGB(168, 168, 168, 1)
CMYK(0, 0, 0, 34)

0CC4FF
RGB(95, 23, 0, 0)
CMYK(12, 196, 255, 1)

Call-to-Action Colors

Navigation Colors

2584CD
RGB(37, 132, 205, 1)
CMYK(37, 132, 205, 1)

0CC4FF
RGB(95, 23, 0, 0)
CMYK(12, 196, 255, 1)

FF7171
RGB(255, 113, 113, 1)
CMYK(0, 56, 56, 0)

Illustration Colors

Introduction

Color is one of the most impactful design vehicles a brand has at it’s disposal. Users often “feel” 
a color palette in a very specific manner without recognizing it. The eRetirements brand 
understands this dynamic and has chosen it’s colors to reinforce the tone and intended emotional 
reaction elicited from users. 

The Primary
The eRetirement brand color is a blue that by it’s very nature conveys a sense of calm and 
trustworthiness that is necessary when engaging users as an authority and trusted partner in 
their retirement journey. However, its lighter and more saturated nature keep it on the more 
playful and cheerful end of the blue spectrum, which is appropriate for the retirement sector. 
This blue is implemented sparingly in order to call attention to areas of interest or call-to-action’s 
and is contrasted with large areas of white and bright neutrals in order to keep the interface 
clean and the content highly legible.
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Layout Elements

Question Form

City Result Form

Dashboard Form

eRetirements

Merriweather Black, 24px
Avenir Black, 15px

591px

331px

440px

Fill Color- FFFFFF
Radius- 0
Stroke- 1

30px
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55px

1028px

• Fill Color- FFFFFF
• Radius- 4
• Stroke- None
• Drop Shadow

⁃ Y-2
⁃ Blur-4
⁃ Opacity-20%
⁃ Color-000000

230px
25px

229px

55px

55px

48px

Outside Radius-3Text- Centered in Form Box

260px
43px

43px

43px

101px101px

10px

10px

67px

• Fill Color- FFFFFF
• Radius- 4
• Stroke- None
• Drop Shadow 

⁃ Y-2
⁃ Blur-4
⁃ Opacity-20%
⁃ Color-000000

• Text  and 
icon 
centered 
within tab 
top to 
bottom

• Text 
justified to 
right hand 
margin

• Icon 
justified to 
left hand 
margin

42px

42px

42px

42px36px

20px

1026px

361px

287px

34px 25px



Graphics

Graphics

Photography

Graphics are an integral part of the eRetirements brand and they come in two forms- 
illustrations and photography. More often than not these two forms are intertwined and 
play off of one another in order to create a unique and memorable visual experience. 

Photography is extremely important to the eRetirement user experience. Photography 
plays a large role in the emotional influence the site has on a user. User’s often 
experience photos in a much more visceral way than copy and are able to digest and feel 
the mood of a photograph much quicker and in a way that requires much less cognitive 
energry. As such, photography should always be leveraged as a way to make an easy,  
immediate impact on users. Some general guidelines that should be adhered to when 
choosing photography are as follows: 

Examples 

• Always make sure that the photography includes images of people that our 
user can relate to 

• Age, diversity of people, and implied income level are three of the most 
important things to consider

• Photography should be bright and/or colorful in order to convey a warm and 
pleasant feeling

• Photography should be of people engaged in activities and having fun 

eRetirements

• Merrieweather Bold, 24px
• Color-FFFFFF

A fter decades of hard work, the 
once distant goal of retirement is now  
on the horizon. For most of us, it is 
the single greatest opportunity to 
relocate to an area that will present 
us with a chance to reinvent ourselves 
in an adventrous way.

A fter decades of hard work, the 
once distant goal of retirement is now  
on the horizon. For most of us, it is 
the single greatest opportunity to 
relocate to an area that will present 
us with a chance to reinvent ourselves 
in an adventrous way.

The Start

The Start

• Fill Color- 2584CD
• Radius- 4
• Stroke- None
• Opacity-75%
• Background Blur-1px
• Drop Shadow 

⁃ Y-1
⁃ Blur-12
⁃ Opacity-50%
⁃ Color-1D3349

• Fill Color- FF7171
• Width-13px
• Stroke- None
• Drop Shadow 

⁃ Y-1
⁃ Blur-3
⁃ Opacity-50%
⁃ Color-000000

Example 1 

Example 2 

Illustrations

Illustrations are equally important to the eRetirements user experience as their graphical 
counter part-photography. Illustrations are used to tell stories, direct a user’s eye 
through a layout, and provide users with small moments of delight and a unique 
experience. They are often mixed with photography and when done properly, reinforce 
the pleasant feeling users should have about retirement while acting as a counterpoint to 
some of the more serious elements that are necessary for users to view eRetirements as a 
trusted companion in their retirement journey. General guidelines that should be adhered 
to when implementing illustrations are as follows:

• Illustrations should remain simple so as not to clutter layouts or associated 
photography or distract from content 

• Elements should remain line drawings that utitilize different stroke weights to 
provide visual interest

• Illustrations should visually complement and work with photography to further 
enhance the good feelings that photography should bring to users

• Illustrations above all should be engaging and fun 

243px

60px

148px

• Fill Color- 2584CD
• Radius- 4
• Stroke- None
• Opacity-75%
• Background Blur-1px
• Drop Shadow 

⁃ Y-1
⁃ Blur-12
⁃ Opacity-50%
⁃ Color-1D3349

306px

275px

• Stroke-3px
• Color-FFFFFF

• Stroke-1.5px
• Color-FFFFFF

• Stroke-1.5px
• Color-FFFFFF

• Merrieweather Black, 36px
• Color-FFFFFF

• Background Blur-1px
• Drop Shadow 

⁃ Y-7
⁃ Blur-9
⁃ Opacity-28%
⁃ Color-000000

• Avenir Heavy, 12px
• Color-FFFFFF

Start Your Assessment

Discover Your Ideal 
Retirement Destination

• Fill Color- 2584CD
• Radius- 4
• Blending treatment-multiply
• Opacity-92%
• Background Blur-1px

• Fill Color- FFFFFF
• Stroke-8px

360px

262px
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Iconography

68x66px68x66px24x24px99x99px

Side Navigation

40px

40px

40px

40px

40px

40px

Icons within the side navigation appear in two different colors and stroke weighting. 
When active icons appear as hex color 575558 with a stroke weight of 2. When inactive, 
icons appear as hex color A8A8A8 with a stroke weight of 1.  

All icons shown here outside of spacing example are shown in their inactive states. They 
have been resized for viewing purposed herein but have been listed with their working 
sizes for reference.

246x185px100x100 97x97px 97x97px

All miscellaneous icons shown herein are displayed in the coloring they can be found in 
within the eRetirements site. Sizing has been changed for viewing here but actual pixel 
sizing within the site has been listed below each icon.

eRetirements

36x29

33x33

29x32 30x29

33x3333x33

32x32 29x28

31x31

31x3133x33

29x30

29x30

29x30

Miscellaneous Iconography
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Buttons

Log InSelf Assessment

Buttons in the eRetirements site can be found as either traditional buttons which are used 
for primary call-to-actions or as a text links, which are used as secondary call-to-actions. 
Within buttons, text can always be found centered with padding varying depending on 
the length of the text, however the button always remains the same size.

Buttons

eRetirements

• Inactive
⁃ Stroke-3
⁃ Color- 0CC4FF 

Activated 

• Background
⁃ Stroke-3
⁃ Color- 0CC4FF 

• Foreground
⁃ Color- 0CC4FF
⁃ Drop Shadow

⁃ ⁃ Y-2
⁃ Blur- 4
⁃ Color- 000000
⁃ Opacity- 50% 

• Active
⁃ Type- Avenir Black
⁃ Size- 16
⁃ Color- 2584CD 

• Stroke- 3px
• Color-2584CD

 

• Active
⁃ Type- Avenir Medium
⁃ Size- 16
⁃ Color- 575558

Start Your Assessment Start Your Assessment

• Text
⁃ Avenir Black, 22px
⁃ Color- FFFFFF 

• Outline
⁃ Stroke-1
⁃ Color- FFFFFF 

• Fill Color- 0CC4FF
• Radius- 4
• Drop Shadow

⁃ Y-2
⁃ Blur-8
⁃ Opacity-50%
⁃ Color-000000

12px

3px

12px
63px

305px

68px

305px
68px

305px

68px

305px

3px
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Design Patterns

Cards

Cards are used through out eRetirements in order to structure information, create strong 
hierarchy and direct users as they move through the site. Cards allow not only for a visual 
grouping of information but also allow for easier conversion between different form 
factors such as tablets and phones. 

Cards can often be found offset from the center of the site next to the accompanying 
side navigation. When they accompany side navigation they always reside 314 px from 
the left edge of the page, allowing ample room for the aforementioned navigation. 
Padding and sizing however can and will often vary depending on the information being 
housed inside the card. Specific sizing and padding breakdowns can be found in the 
Layout Elements section.

eRetirements

• Fill Color- FFFFFF
• Radius- 4
• Drop Shadow

⁃ Y-2
⁃ Blur-4
⁃ Opacity-20%
⁃ Color-000000
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Grid

eRetirements page layouts are based on a 12 column, 1170 px wide grid, offset 135 px 
from either edge of the page. Columns are set at 67px wide while gutters have been set 
at 30 px with gutters also being included on the outside of the grid.

Grid Layout

eRetirements

Self Assessment Page
17px17px

30px

97px

93px

93px

28px

93px

28px

210px

43px

Self Assessment Page

230px
225px

65px

65px

93px

30px

30px

5px

5px

10px

10px

314px 98px

Self Assessment Page

230px

93px

42px

30px

30px

30px

42px

92px

150px 150px

Self Assessment Page

42px

42px

42px

42px

28px
59px

59px

28px

10px

10px

314px 377px749px
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